




We believe bathroom is the place of wellness.
That's the reason why we focus on quality and confidence.

For nearly 20 years, we manufacture showers enclosures.
Our firm, created by Thierry LELONG, is based in France and our teams are 
located worldwide. We imagine, create and produce the best products with 
main values : Quality, Design and Durability.
For LG INDUSTRIES, every day, "Details matter*".
 

WE,
KRONE
BY LG INDUSTRIES
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We manufacture 
shower enclosures
with the best 
knowledge.
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WE CREATE FOR 
TO LAST OVER DECADES

We manufacture showers for the 
world of tomorrow.  Our products set 
the new standard in design and 
innovation and are created for 
durability with high quality raw 
materials.
Each shower product is reflecting the 
knowledges and the know-how of 
our team. Our technical and design 
innovations are moving the industry 
forward.  Our factory manufactures 
the most innovative and sustainable 
products. 

The compagny and brand 
"krone BY LG INDUSTRIES" founder is 
Thierry LELONG. As a sanitary expert,  
he decided in the early 2000 to give 
life to his product ideas to 
revolutionize the industry. 
Today, his pionnering and 
entrepreunarial spirit shared with his 
teams create high quality, reliable  

We innovate

" A great family spirit "

We strive for excellence. We are 
also giving ourselves the means to 
transpose our requirements to the 
final details of our products, hence 
krone BY LG INDUSTRIES slogan : 
"Details matter*". 
We are always listening to our
audacity and creativity to 
continually upgrade our 
knowledges and skills. That is the only 
way to ensure a state-of-the-art 
portfolio in the future.  

For the best quality

This is what our partners say about 
us. We are a complementary team 
sharing the same values, Ambition, 
Requirement and Mutual Help to 

and sustainable products. We are 
convinced that our products are 
the best one. 



focus on the same goal : offering our 
clients an ever better service.

How do we make it a concrete 
reality ?
A quick answer to demands at all 
times, knowledge sharing, adapting 
oneself to all situations, reparing all 
our products thanks to a long spare 
parts storage, providing the most 
sustainable responses.
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Our purpose is to supply 
the best designed, long 
lasting and affordable 

bathrooms.
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WE MANUFACTURE 
SHOWER ENCLOSURES

100% of our glass is tempered and tested, 
and we apply a German-made Nano Care 
anti-scratch and anti-limescale treatment 
without PFOA (free of any harmful 
substances). We use top quality metals for 
our profiles. Different finishes are available : 
polished aluminium, brushed aluminium, matt 
black, matt silver, rose gold or gold... 
anodised*.

Our products are 100% repairable, we have 
all the spare parts in stock in Lille to extend 
the life of each product since our creation.

Quality and sustainable production

We are offering a range of specific services 
(Product development depending on your 
specifications ; Co-constructions according to 
your needs ; Innovations made by 
LG INDUSTRIES).

Tailor-made production and service : 
Total control of responses to your 
specifications.

*ANODISING VS. PAINTING :
High impact & scratch resistance - Significantly increases profile durability



Thanks to regular investments, our factory is equipped with state of the art
production equipment to provide productivity, flexibility and competitiveness while
guaranteeing high quality products. 

In 2023, we are doubling the size of our factory by investing in the creation of a new
40 000m2 production facility, to optimise our different lines and meet your needs
even better. 

Our manufacturing processes are certified in accordance with the standards in
force and our quality control process meets very precise specifications : before
production, the components are checked ; during production, checks are carried
out ; at the end of production we carry out new checks, in accordance with the
AQL in force.

Controlled production & strict controls

A RELIABLE PARTNER
FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND
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PRODIGE
WALK-IN

Easy to transport 
Quick installation 
Customizable 



Features

Technical informations 

www.kronebylgindustries.com

Technical benefits

Innovations

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98

Prodige 2 or 3 panels - Transparent / Opaque / Smoked
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 100cm, 120cm, 140x200cm
+ Wall profile with 20mm adjustment
+ Reversible product

KRONE has created the first ready-to-assemble, customisable 
walk-in shower enclosure.

PRODIGE is a new, innovative and design-led collection of fixed, 
industrial-style walk-in enclosures for a contemporary bathroom. Its 
elegant black frame emphasises its strong personality and provides 
robustness and durability.

+ Optimisation of storage space : a competitive advantage thanks to 
its small storage area and space saving
+ Easy, low-cost transport : thanks to its case packaging and
dimensions it can be transported by one person, in any car boot, in a 
lift, etc
+ The freedom to configure your decor : a framed enclosure in two 
or three parts, with a central transparent, opaque or smoked section 
that guarantees privacy while allowing light to pass through
+ Simplicity and speed of installation : we are committed to 
facilitating assembly by one person

 

 

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s modular 
products. There are many variations to meet all requirements. Your 
product is unique !

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt 
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

+ 6mm transparent tempered glass
+ 6mm transparent, opaque or smoked central panel
+ NANO CARE anti-limescale coating, made in Germany
+ Black anodised aluminium profile, durable, corrosion and wear 
resistant
+ 100cm cut-to-size support arm

+ Option to customise the central panel. Available in transparent, 
opaque, smoked or tattooed glass with your choice of pattern

Matt Black

Modular

Finishings
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SKY
WALK-IN,CONCEPT & CAB'IN SKY

Full access
Plumb wall compensation
Anti-derailing and adjustable bottom rollers



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Sky
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 
Sliding wak-in : 120cm, 140cm, 160x200cm
Lateral panel (option) : 80cm, 90cm, 100x200cm
+ Transparent 6mm tempered glass for fix panel and lateral panel  ; 
8mm sliding door 
+ 20mm wall profile adjustment
+ Reversible product

KRONE has created a new type of walk-in panel, the Walk-in SKY,
for perfect well-being under the shower.

We love this new innovative design concept in the world of shower 
panels.
MORE SPACE AND MORE ACCESS
MORE FREEDOM AND MORE COMFORT
MORE MODERNITY AND MORE DESIGN
 
+ Space optimization : a complete free access to the shower space
with adjustable and discrete "L" fixing arm
+ The shower column can be placed anywhere you want
+ Security and comfort : free access thanks to its frameless
transparent sliding door with big wheels equipped with 
anti-jumped system 
+ Design and well-being : a unique style. Generous access
dimension. Extreme transparency
+ Easy and quick installation

 

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s modular 
products. There are many variations to meet all requirements. Your 
product is unique !

+ NANO CARE anti-scale treatment, made in Germany (one side for 
the fix panel / two sides for the sliding door)
+ Polished aluminum, anodised matt black and matt silver profile 
available with no visible screws
+ Sliding door with 64mm diameter anti-lift rollers
+ Double stopper for more stability
+ Aluminum door handle 40cm length
+ Stainless steal fixing arm "L" shape
+ Installation with or without lateral panel

 
+ SKY walk-in is also available with additionnal printed back
panels, solid stone shower tray and additionnal lateral panel.

Modular

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
krone products.

Super Integrated

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com 14



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Concept Sky
Enclosures

KRONE has created the complete walk-in, Concept Sky. A unique 
open-space look with its “Marble” décor glass wall covering to 
match the white stone shower tray !

+ Sophisticated and attractive
+ Space optimisation : overhead space in the shower
+ Adjustable and discrete "L" fixing arm
+ Safety and comfort : generous access thanks to its frameless, fully 
transparent sliding door
+ Rollers with anti-lift system
+ Generous access dimensions, extreme transparency
+ Quick and easy installation, and unencumbered installation of the 
shower column

+ Dimensions : 90x120x220cm
+ Glass back panels : tattooed glass (infinitely customisable)
+ Solid Stone shower tray, white finish
+ Reversible product

 

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s 
modular products. There are many variations to meet all 
requirements. Your product is unique !

The perfect combination of design and craftsmanship, KRONE 
enclosures are unique. Our designers draw inspiration from 
contemporary architecture and design. The types of glass produced 
in our workshops are true works of art, designed and manufactured 
with the utmost care. The graphics, printed in the glass, are 
designed to satisfy the most demanding customers. The glass 
remains perfectly smooth.

+ Shower unit with thermostatic mixer tap and shelf, ideal for 
storing bottles
+ 6mm clear glass / 8mm sliding door, protected by NANO CARE 
anti-streak coating, made in Germany
+ Polished aluminium profiles without visible screws and stainless 
steel "L" fixing arm
+ Sliding door with 64mm diameter anti-lift rollers
+ Aluminium door handle, 40cm long

+ Can be converted to a full cabin by adding a fixed side panel

Modular

The Art of Glass

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com
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Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Cab'in Sky
Enclosures

KRONE has created the walk-in shower Cab'in. The walk-in and 
shower cabin duo : a successful marriage !

We love this new innovative design concept that combines all the 
advantages of a walk-in with all the benefits of a shower cabin. 

+ Space optimisation : overhead space in the shower
+ Adjustable and discrete "L" fixing arm
+ Unencumbered installation of the shower column
+ Safety and comfort : generous access thanks to its frameless, fully 
transparent sliding door
+ Generous access dimensions, extreme transparency
+ Quick and easy installation

+ Dimensions : 90x120x220cm
+ Glass back panels : tattooed glass (infinitely customisable)
+ Solid Stone shower tray, white finish
+ Reversible product

 

The perfect combination of design and craftsmanship, KRONE 
enclosures are unique. Our designers draw inspiration from 
contemporary architecture and design. The types of glass produced 
in our workshops are true works of art, designed and manufactured 
with the utmost care. The graphics, printed in the glass, are 
designed to satisfy the most demanding customers. The glass 
remains perfectly smooth.

+ Shower unit with thermostatic mixer tap and shelf, ideal for 
storing bottles
+ 6mm clear glass / 8mm sliding door, protected by NANO CARE 
anti-streak coating, made in Germany
+ Polished aluminium profiles without visible screws and stainless 
steel "L" fixing arm
+ Sliding door with 64mm diameter anti-lift rollers
+ Aluminium door handle, 40cm long

The Art of Glass

Finishings
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LINK
SLIDING DOOR, PIVOT DOOR, SQUARE ENCLOSURE & 2'25 ENCLOSURE

Invisible stable wall attachment



Specifications

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Link - Sliding door
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 
Sliding door : 100cm, 120cm, 140cm, 160x200cm
Return panel : 80cm, 90cm, 100x200cm
+ Wall profile with 15mm adjustment
+ Reversible product

LINK, the sliding door by KRONE

We love the feeling of space you get by enclosing your shower 
without separating it from the rest of the bathroom.

+ The system combines an aesthetically-pleasing design with 
outstanding opening efficiency
+ This new generation of sliding doors with anti-lift low rollers is the 
fruit of technical innovation and minimalist design by KRONE
+ The design of its matt silver anodised aluminium frame gives it an 
understated, sleek look
+ Anodising ensures strength and durability

 

+ 6mm clear Securit glass
+ NANO CARE anti-limescale treatment, made in Germany
+ Matt silver anodised aluminium profiles with 15mm adjustment
+ Metal “wave” handle in matt aluminium finish
+ 48mm diameter matt aluminium low rollers

Thanks to electrolysis, anodising provides an additional, reinforced 
barrier against weathering. Durability depends on the type of 
treatment chosen, as well as the thickness of the protective layer.
The baths used produce, as desired, a decorative satin, matt or gloss 
finish.

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Anodized Force

Super Integrated

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com 18



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Link - Pivot door
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 
Pivot door : 80cm, 90cm, 100cm, 120cm, 140cm, 160x200cm
Return panel : 80cm, 90cm, 100x200cm
+ 15mm wall profile adjustment
+ Reversible product

LINK, the aesthetically-pleasing pivot door

We love the modern look it gives to your shower.

+ The LINK pivot door is optimised with a wide transparent view
+ Designed for maximum versatility, up to 90° opening
+ The design of its matt silver anodised aluminium frame gives it an 
understated, sleek look
+ Anodising ensures strength and durability

 

 
Thanks to electrolysis, anodising provides an additional, reinforced 
barrier against weathering. Durability depends on the type of 
treatment chosen, as well as the thickness of the protective layer.
The baths used produce, as desired, a decorative satin, matt or gloss 
finish.

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

+ 6mm clear Securit glass
+ NANO CARE anti-limescale treatment, made in Germany
+ Matt silver anodised aluminium profiles with 15mm adjustment
+ Roller hinge - 90° opening
+ Chrome metal “wave” handle

Anodized Force

Super Integrated

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Link - Square enclosure
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 80x80x200cm, 90x90x200cm
+ 15mm wall profile adjustment

LINK, the aesthetically-pleasing square enclosure

We love the modern look and the industrial touch it gives to your 
shower.

+ The LINK square enclosure is an optimised corner access with a 
wide transparent view
+ Designed for maximum versatility, up to 90° opening
+ The design of its matt black anodised aluminium frame gives it an 
understated, modern look
+ Anodising ensures strength and durability

 

+ 6mm clear Securit glass
+ NANO CARE anti-limescale treatment, made in Germany
+ Matt black anodised aluminium profiles with 15mm adjustment
+ Roller hinge - 90° opening
+ Straight, sleek handle in black anodised metal

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt 
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

Matt Black

Super Integrated

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com 20



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Link 2'25
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 160x225 cm
+ Wall profile with 15mm adjustment
+ Wide handle profile (40 mm) for good grip
+ Reversible product

Partition the space with KRONE’s new LINK 2’25 glass enclosure.

Its height provides a strong and unique style, and a sensation of 
light and spaciousness, while reinforcing the impression of a special 
place.
Standard shower enclosures and panes are 200cm high. KRONE 
offers an innovative 225cm-high enclosure.

+ Safety and comfort
+ Design and Decoration : Decorative effect guaranteed
+ The height of LINK 2’25 adds even more character to the room 
and makes the space more attractive
+ The glazed surface is optimal thanks to the slender uprights and 
the minimalist clean lines

 

 

+ 6mm clear Securit glass
+ NANO CARE anti-limescale treatment, made in Germany
+ Black anodised aluminium profiles
+ Extra high : 225 cm
+ Roller hinges – 90° opening

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt 
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

Matt Black

Super Integrated

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com
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PIVO
PIVOT DOOR & 2'25 ENCLOSURE

180° opening angle 
Flush hinges
Soft touch handle



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Pivo
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 120cm, 140cm, 160x200cm
+ 15 mm wall profile adjustement
+ Water fender included
+ Reversible product

PIVO, the enhanced pivot door.

We love the total opening of the pivot door.

+ Pure design, a modern touch to your shower
+ Frameless product, a wide transparent view
+ Very easy to use

 

 

+ One pivot 180° door opening
+ Nice-looking flush hinges for an easy cleaning
+ 6mm transparent tempered glass
+ NANO-CARE anti-scale treatment, made in Germany
+ Polished aluminum profile
+ Metal handle with "Soft Touch" material
+ Water fender included

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s 
modular products. There are many variations to meet all 
requirements. Your product is unique !

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Modular

Super Integrated

Made in Germany, guaranteed for five years, our PFOA-free, 
antibacterial, and anti-streak protective coating ensures long- 
lasting transparency. Just use a squeegee. Daily upkeep is simple, 
quick and environmentally-friendly. Our coating provides long- 
lasting protection against the build-up of limescale and soap scum.

Nano Care

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com 24



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Pivo 2'25
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 160x228 cm
+ Wall profile with 15mm adjustment
+ Threshold strip included
+ Reversible product

PIVO, the optimised hinged door. 

We love the full opening of the double door.

+ It gives your shower a sleek, attractive and modern look
+ Exceptional and comfortable height
+ Lofty door with a wide transparent view
+ Maximum flexibility of use

 

 

+ 6mm clear tempered glass
+ NANO CARE anti-limescale treatment, made in Germany
+ Wide transparent view 
+ 2.25m high
+ Polished aluminium profiles
+ Two hinged doors for wide access
+ Opens up to 180°
+ Flush hinge for an outstanding finish and easy cleaning
+ Special “Soft Metal” handles
+ Ergonomic “Soft-Touch” metal handle
+ Threshold strip included

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Made in Germany, guaranteed for five years, our PFOA-free, 
antibacterial, and anti-streak protective coating ensures long- 
lasting transparency. Just use a squeegee. Daily upkeep is simple, 
quick and environmentally-friendly. Our coating provides long- 
lasting protection against the build-up of limescale and soap scum.

Nano Care

Super IntegratedFinishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com
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NUANCE
WALK-IN

Translucent and sustained colors 
8mm framed glass
18mm profiles
Various colors 



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Nuance
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 120x200 cm
+ 8mm Securit glass (4+4mm)
+ Anodised aluminium profiles with 15mm wall adjustment
+ Reversible product

Coloured glass is a clever decorative trick.

We like to play with colour while keeping the transparency of the 
glass.

+ Decorative, coloured glass brings a whole new charm to your 
bathroom
+ Customisation of the glass allows the space to be modernised and 
designed

NUANCE Azure Blue by Krone
NUANCE Royal Blue by Krone
NUANCE Lilac Pink by Krone

 

+ Colored transparent glass. We offer a wide range of colours
+ NANO CARE anti-limestone treatment
+ 120cm cut-to-size support arm fixed in the corner of the glass 
frame
+ Easy maintenance

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

Matt Black

Super Integrated

Finishings
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DECOR
WALK-IN

Textured effect 
Smooth glass 
Frameless design



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Decor
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 
Walk-in : 70cm, 80cm, 90cm, 100cm, 120cm, 140cm, 160x200cm
+ 20mm wall profile adjustment
+ Reversible products

DECOR walk-in glass provides a structured effect while maintaining 
ease of cleaning.

We like to provide a strip of privacy while maintaining a unique 
design.

The DECOR walk-in is easy to install and equipped with the "Declic" 
system.

 

 

+ 6mm clear tempered glass
+ NANO CARE anti-streak coating, made in Germany
+ Matt black anodized  aluminium profile
+ 120cm cut-to-size, directional support arm

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt 
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s 
modular products. There are many variations to meet all 
requirements. Your product is unique !

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Matt Black

Modular

Super Integrated

Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com 30



ATRIUM
WALK-IN

Matt white 
Three-dimensional exterior design 
Stabilizer : Flexible angle adjustment



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations 

Atrium
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 120x200 cm
+ 20mm profile adjustment
+ 120cm matt white cut-to-size arm
+ Pre-assembled for easy installation
+ Reversible product
+ With guaranteed anti-streak coating

The immaculate shower area from KRONE.

We love its pristine matt white colour combined with its serene 
modernity.

+ Walk-in with simple and bright geometrical shapes, synonymous 
with modernism
+ Its industrial shape is softened by the matt pure white colour
+ Perfectly balanced lines
+ 3D rendering thanks to its raised external profiles

 

 
Thanks to electrolysis, anodising provides an additional, reinforced 
barrier against weathering. Durability depends on the type of 
treatment chosen, as well as the thickness of the protective layer.

+ 6mm clear tempered glass
+ NANO CARE glass treatment, made in Germany
+ Easy to clean and maintain smooth glass inside
+ Matt white profiles on the outside
+ Geometric design 
+ 3D effect

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Anodized Force

Super Integrated

Finishings
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FREE
SHOWER ENCLOSURE

Flat folding against the wall 
Large entry area



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations 

FREE
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 80cm, 90x200cm
+ 20mm profile adjustment
+ Maximum sealing
+ Reversible product
+ Flat folding against the wall

The folding door by LG INDUSTRIES

We love the easy access to the shower, ideal for small rooms.

+ Total opening
+ Installation directly on floor or on shower tray

 

 

+ 6mm clear tempered glass
+ NANO CARE glass treatment, made in Germany
+ Easy to clean and maintain smooth glass inside
+ Aluminum polished profiles
+ Two metal hinges

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Super Integrated

Made in Germany, guaranteed for five years, our PFOA-free, 
antibacterial, and anti-streak protective coating ensures long- 
lasting transparency. Just use a squeegee. Daily upkeep is simple, 
quick and environmentally-friendly. Our coating provides long- 
lasting protection against the build-up of limescale and soap scum.

Nano Care
Finishings
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Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations 

FREE - ROLLER HINGES
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 80cm, 90x200cm
+ 20mm profile adjustment
+ Maximum sealing
+ Reversible product
+ Flat folding against the wall

The folding door by LG INDUSTRIES

We love the easy access to the shower, ideal for small rooms.

+ Total opening
+ Installation directly on floor or on shower tray
+ Fully sealed roller hinge

 

 

+ 6mm clear tempered glass
+ NANO CARE glass treatment, made in Germany
+ Easy to clean and maintain smooth glass inside
+ Aluminum polished profiles
+ Metal roller hinges

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Super Integrated

Made in Germany, guaranteed for five years, our PFOA-free, 
antibacterial, and anti-streak protective coating ensures 
long-lasting transparency. Just use a squeegee. Daily upkeep is 
simple, quick and environmentally-friendly. Our coating provides 
long-lasting protection against the build-up of limescale and soap 
scum.

Nano Care
Finishings

contact@kronebylgindustries.eu      |      +33 (0)3 21 79 98 98www.kronebylgindustries.com
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ALABI
CONCEPT ALABI

Modular configuration
180° inwards and outwards opening 
Stabilizer : Flexible angle adjustment



Features

Technical informations

Technical benefits

Innovations

Alabi concept
Enclosures

+ Dimensions : 
Walk-in : 70cm, 80cm, 90cm, 100cm, 120cm, 140cm, 160x200cm
Hinged door : 80cm, 90cm and 100x200cm
Pivot return panel : 30cm, 45cm and 60x200cm
+ 20mm wall profile adjustment
+ Reversible product

ALABI walk-ins can now be enclosed with a hinged door. We love 
the fact that it is now possible to install a full-length, completely
enclosed shower area.  

+ The ALABI concept offers optimum freedom for its shower area
+ Open space for easy access or closed space to limit splashing by 
adding a suitable hinged door
+ The ALABI concept is easy to install, either on a shower tray or in a 
walk-in shower

 

 

+ 6mm clear tempered glass
+ NANO CARE anti-streak coating, made in Germany
+ Polished aluminium profile
+ 120cm cut-to-size, directional support arm

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt 
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s 
modular products. There are many variations to meet all 
requirements. Your product is unique !

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Matt Black

Modular

Super Integrated

Finishings
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ACCESSORY
LADDER 
DECLIK



Features Technical informations

Innovations

Ladder
Accessory

+ Dimensions :  
Height : 200cm
Width : 38cm
Depth : 20cm
+ 50mm feet adjustment
+ 5 shelves

Innovation krone by LG INDUSTRIES

+ Design and easy to install, allows you to store small objects in your 
bathroom
+ Space saving  

 

As feel is as important as look, we have developed a unique range of 
black finishes. Enclosures with black velvet-finish profiles and 
smooth-touch, durable black mixer taps. Soft as a peach, the Matt 
Black Velvet finish is durable and will not flake or fade over time.

Enjoy maximum freedom and customisation with KRONE’s 
modular products. There are many variations to meet all 
requirements. Your product is unique !

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of 
KRONE products.

Matt Black

Modular

Super Integrated
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Features

Innovations 

Technical benefits

Declik
Accessory

Thanks to electrolysis, anodising provides an additional, reinforced 
barrier against weathering. Durability depends on the type of 
treatment chosen, as well as the thickness of the protective layer.
The baths used produce, as desired, a decorative satin, matt or gloss 
finish.

Who hasn’t dreamt of a designer hook to hang up their towel or 
bathrobe? Discover our “Favourite” accessory !

DECLIK meets everyone’s needs :
 + practical
 + attractive
 + sturdy

Thanks to special connectors, screwless assembly of KRONE 
products is optimised. Our enclosures are produced without visible 
screws (inside or outside). This ensures the purity and elegance of
KRONE products.

 

+ Integrated in the profile of your framed walk-In
+ Integrated in the bracket of your frameless walk-In 

Anodized Force

Super Integrated
Finishings
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WE MANUFACTURE 

FAUCETS

We are always studying market and 
client demands. Water and energy 
efficient mixers are put to a plebiscite. 

With a  low flow and C3 cartridge 
mixers range, we are answering your 
needs and the final client one. 

... to answer client needs.

We create and manufacture faucets. 
We use the noblest raw materials : solid 
brass. The proof is the thermostatic valve 
body average weight, 1.5kg.  

Recognised standards guarantee the 
quality of our faucets : ACS, NF, DVGW 
and KIWA. 

The Best Quality and Design...

We provide different finishings : chrome, white and black matt,  PVD (brushed 
stainless steel, modern color tones from Rose Gold to Gun Metal)...





LG INDUSTRIES manufactures 
thermostatic and mechanical mother 
and sons.

We use oustanding raw material  to 
guarantee your serenity through the 
close to 0 demand for after-sales 
services. 

Full ranges are available in order to 
create an overall design and finishing 
harmony from chrome, white and 
black matt to PVD (brushed stainless 
steel, modern color tones).... 

ACS, NF, DVGW and KIWA guarantee 
the quality of our mother and sons.

With the best value for money 



THERMOSTATIC
FAUCETS

Hauts de France

For several years, we have been 
managing to create even more jobs 
and added value in France and in 
Europe. 

We are continuing our facilities 
relocation in « Les Hauts de France » 
thanks to thermostatic mixers 
production. 

We produce in France The thermostatic mixers are made in 
Europe and NF certified by the CSTB 
(Scientific and Technical Centre for 
Construction). 

Thanks to this local production, we 
improve : 
Our business and production agility 
to answer specific requests or short 
series. 
Our responsiveness and availability. 
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WE CREATE

BATHTUBS

For the Best Quality

The Best Design

LG INDUSTRIES works with the best
acrylic sheets manufacturer, LUCITE. 
All the bathtubs are hand put together
by our mastercraftsmans in our
workshop.  
We provide an optimal fit by adjusting
the levelling central feet. 
We also do 100% control and polish
before shipping to the final customer. 

With our historical 19 years experience in 
the double sheet free standing 
bathtubs, we strenghten our position in 
the design segment.
Let's discover the SILLAGE bathtub, with 
smooth and textured effects, the matt 
black BASALTE bathtub and the 
SAVANE bathtub with its elegant like 
crocodile finition. 
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WHATEVER
We're here to find

The Product you need

We are offering a range of
specific services (Product 
development depending on your 
specifications ; Co-constructions 
according to your needs ; 
Innovations made by 
LG INDUSTRIES) and simultaneously 
providing daily help. A quick 
answer to demands at all times, 
knowledge sharing, adapting 
oneself to all situations is our 
definition of service.. 

Each of us embody our slogan : 
"Details Matter*". 

Our teams are working together in 
a complementary manner : from 
designers and salesmen to logistic 
teams, there is no discontinuity in 
the information flows.

The Service you deserve

Stable and easy use is the initial 
rule of each new project. Design 
only supports the product 
potentiality.

We fully control the specification's 
answer. According to your needs, 
we can manufacture as "no 
name" or under retail brand.

We only select high quality and 
stable raw materials. To ensure 
quality, we fully control all the 
manufacturing processes. Our 
products meet the highest 
standards. 

If needed, our products are easy 
to repair, which is our historical 
willingness and determination. 



YOUR NEED IS
The 5* partnership 

Since the beginning, CSR and      
LG INDUSTRIES are all one.  To 
demonstrate our long-term 
commitment, we decided in 2021 
to undertake a CRS label process.
 
In 2022, we received award for our 
environmental, social and societal 
performance.  

The Ecovadis CSR Rating has 
recognized our engagement. Our 
group won the highest level of 
recognition : the platinium medal, 
the top 1% of the audited firms.
We are the only sanitary 
manufacturer to achieve this level 
of distinction. 

Our factory is also certified BSCI 
(Business Social Compliance 
Initiative) since several years. We 
get an A to more than 85% of BSCI 
conditions. 

With social and 
environnemental respect

the best solution for you.

We care for customer satisfaction. 
We cherish every relationship. We 
daily work to answer client needs 
and to build up a long-lasting and 
strong relationship of trust.
 
Our clients appreciate our 
commitment and attest it in a few 
words : 

" It is always a pleasure to work 
with a team like yours. "

"Professionalism, quality, great 
value, responsiveness. "

" A major player. Reliable services. 
Thanks to high qualitative 
products, the after-sales service 
request rate is close to 0." 
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KRONE
An highly efficient logistics

Our 12 000m2 warehouse, 
4 ranking floors, has been thought 
to meet your needs : our 
referenced ranges are available. It 
gives you the benefits of an over- 
time view and we still have 
available storage capacities for a 
continuous growth.

We are promoting the reparability.
Therefore, the spare parts are also 
available in our warehouse on a 
very long term. Main spare parts of 
our products launched since 2004 
are still in stock.  

Availability

Each client has its logistic 
requirements. We have a large 
capacity to adjust to various 
needs. 
We are able to meet your logistic 
specifications. 

Adaptation
Our head office and 12 000m2 
warehouse are located in 
Phalempin ("Les Hauts de France"), 
a european crossroad. 

We provide different shipping 
methods : FOB Shanghai ; CIF ; 
DDP ; Phalempin Departure ; 
Full truck / Half truck / 6 Pallets ; 
XDOC... 

According to your needs, our local 
shipping partners deliver 
throughout whole Europe.

Proximity

We have shown ourself to be a 
successful logitic unit.  Our service 
is efficient and recognized by our 
customers. The proof is the near- 
zero breakages and return rate 
(0.003%) thanks to numerous and 
strict internal checks.

Efficient service
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CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSABILITY

Delphine Chenu Portrait



We are PLATINIUMWe are BSCI

FSC label cartons
Mineral printing

65 people are working in our 
factory : 45% of women and 
55% of men. Everyone was 
hired on permanent 
contracts. 

The Business Social Compliance 
Initiative (BSCI) is an industry-driven 
movement that aims to monitor 
and assess workplace standards 
across the global supply chain.

We get an A to more than 85% of 
BSCI conditions.

The EcoVadis Rating covers a 
broad range of non-financial 
management systems including 
Environmental, Labor & Human 
Rights, Ethics and Sustainable 
Procurement Impacts. 

Our group won the highest level of 
recognition : the platinium medal, 
the top 1% of the audited firms. 

Perfection is a process. For 19 years, we have been making every
day further and continual improvements :

KRONE
Engaged for many years

ManufactoryProduct

100% checked and 
tempered safety glass
A PFOA free nano care glass 
treatment made in Germany 
(free of noxious substances)
Profiles without heavy metals

Setting up of solar panels on the 
roof of our site of 23 000 sq.m. 
Today, the energy used is twice 
less than it was.
A closed cooling water system 
glass processing
An industrial wood-burning 
oven to heat aluminium beads 
to extrude profiles

Carton packaging

People
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Provide quality products, 
designed to be sustainable
We are committed to a 
responsible production process : 
respect for the environment, 
reduction of consumption, 
modular and repairable 
products, eco-design, reduction 
of packaging and optimization of 
transport.

The 4 keystones of 
our commitment

Supporting our teams to 
promote their well-being 
and progress
Because our company is made 
up of valuable employees, 
LG INDUSTRIES makes respect for 
people a fundamental priority. 
We guarantee job security, 
personalized support, openness 
to young people and attentive 
listening to the needs of each 
individual.

Passing on our values and 
knowledges
We can act to pass on the 
stakeholders of our activity : to 
produce in a way that is more 
economical in terms of water, 
energy or materials ; to daily use 
more efficiently ; to transport 
while consuming less CO2 ; to use 
more sustainably.
 

Demonstrate exemplary 
behaviour

Ethics and exemplarity are the 
basis of our daily work : 
respecting others and their 
wishes, following established rules, 
behaving in an exemplary 
manner, in an egalitarian 
environment. Warning systems 
have been put in place to 
prevent any risk of misbehaviour.

In addition to its own 4 keystones and the deployment of its CSR policies, 
LG INDUSTRIES participates in the United Nations' SDGs.



Amazing teams manufacture amazing bathroom products and provides 
amazing services. 

Ambition, requirement and mutual help form the basis of our corporate 
culture.

A krone BY LG INDUSTRIES product last decades. Spare parts are available for 
many years.  

We manufacture our bathroom products in our own manufactory. 

Each krone BY LG INDUSTRIES product is available in different sizes and finishings. 

What makes each
krone BY LG INDUSTRIES product unique ? 
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KRONE & ...
A long-term partnership

We believe you are next. 

SINCE 2004
innovating TOGETHER. 
answering TOGETHER market demands.

providing an ever-better service. 
building up a relationship of trust. 
growing TOGETHER in mutual giving and receiving.

making progress TOGETHER. 

WE HAVE BEEN  



CONTACT US
Thierry LELONG,
CEO, Founder
thierry.lelong@lgindustries.eu

Maud LAMBERT,
Sales representative
communication@lgindustries.eu

Ghislaine PEYTHIEUX,
Deputy General Manager
ghislaine.peythieux@lgindustries.eu

Cyril HAVET,
Product manager
cyril.havet@lgindustries.eu

Laurent DELEFOSSE,
Product specialist
laurent.delefosse@lgindustries.eu

Sarah PIERRAT,
Logistics manager
gestion@lgindustries.eu
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LG INDUSTRIES
1 rue de l'Empire 

59133 PHALEMPIN
FRANCE 

+33 321 799 898
contact@lgindustries.eu

www.kronebylgindustries.com
SCAN ME ! 


